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Abstract
  This study addresses the problem of constructing an
adequate strategy for multiagent scheduling in situations
with high uncertainty and inconsistent goals. An automatic
scheduling agent with adjustable autonomy builds the
preliminary schedule and assists the human agents in
modifying the schedule towards their specific goals. The
degree of autonomy of an automatic agent is controlled via
the syntax limitations on formulas, which are the basis of
reasoning about the mental states of the other (human)
agents. Autonomy adjustment therefore could be
implemented during the scheduling session.
   We use the reasoning tool of metalanguage support (MS)
with the embedded metapredicates of mental state and action
to provide the automatic agent with the ability to model the
human agents with various degrees of reflection. This tool
gains the inference flexibility to represent the formal
scenarios of multiagent interaction.
 Such MS capabilities as reasoning about action and

change, belief, and temporal reasoning are illustrated by the
scheduling system for the broadcast advertising industry.
The automatic, incremental, interactive and multiagent
modes of the automatic agent demonstrate the increasing
complexity of the scheduler operation.

1. Introduction

    In various domains of interactive scheduling, the results
of automatic scheduling are subject to manual evaluation.
In scheduling of broadcast programs, not all the constraints
can be formalized or even verbalized, so human agents are
required to modify the automatically obtained program
assignment to satisfy their intentions, which could vary
from agent to agent. Finally, the automatic agent
reevaluates the results of manual modification and enforces
the satisfaction of primary constraints. In addition, the
automatic agent learns to accelerate the further interactive
scheduling sessions by accumulating the experience of
human agent modification, and then assists them by
suggesting the valid options for editing the schedule.
    In the interactive scheduling environment, the degree of
autonomy becomes the most important parameter for the
automatic scheduling agent. Its “activity”, “measure of
independence”, and contributions to the resultant schedule
and to resolution of constraint violations should be under
control of the human agent (manager).
    If the autonomy level of the automatic agent is high, the

schedule is created quickly with a small number of
constraint violations, but poor satisfaction of the (possibly
informal) goals of the human agents.  For the low
autonomy level, we have a smaller portion of constraints
enforced (more violations) and stronger alignment with the
intentions of the human agents. Therefore, the design of
the automated agent should include the ability to
dynamically set the level of autonomy (Fig.1).
     To function in such an environment, the automated
agent should be able to model the behavior of human
agents, and to reason about their action, intentions,
knowledge and belief.
     The paper is organized in the following way. Section 1
introduces the multiagent system and principles of
autonomy control. Section 2 presents the scheduling
domain, algorithms and autonomy control for the
incremental, interactive and multiagent modes. Section 3 is
more technical and gives the overview of reasoning engine,
employed by the scheduler agent.
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Fig.1. The scheme of interaction of the automatic agent with the
human agents. Schedule modification includes moving a
broadcast program from one time interval to another. Constraints
of various nature are set by the customers. Change of autonomy
degree occurs during the scheduling session.

1.1 Description of the multiagent system
The representation of the scenario agents takes into
account the modern approaches to reasoning about
intention (for example, Cohen&Levesque, 1987), action,
active perception (Wasson at al, 1998), state, knowledge
and believe and includes the following:
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1 1 want(Agent, do(Agent, Action)). agent wants to commit an action

1 1 want(Agent, do(DAgent, Action)).
agent wants another agent to 
commit an action

1 2 2
want(Agent, know(Agent,What)):-  (believe(Agent, 
know(KAgent, What)), ask(Agent, KAgent, What)). agent wants (himself) to know

2 3 1 3
believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(Wagent, What))) :- 
prefer(Agent, tell(Agent,Wagent, What), OtherAction).

believe that other agent wants to 
know

2 3 1 3

believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, What))) :- 
believe(Agent,  tell(WAgent,KAgent, What)).                       
believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, What))) :- not 
know( KAgent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, What))),  
tell(Agent,KAgent, ask(KAgent, Wagent, What)).

believe that someone else wants 
the third person to know ( two 
various definitions of the same 
concept)

2,4 3 1 4

believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, want(Agent, 
What))) :- believe(Agent,  tell(WAgent,KAgent, 
want(Agent, What))).                                           

believe that someone else wants 
the third person to know what I 
want

Fig.2.   The examples of the mental attribute formulas. We represent the mental attribute formulas by the integer combination coming
from the template (first six columns)
 not , want, not, know, not, believe
to encode the order each atom (with negation) occurs in a formula. Nothing is assigned, when the corresponding term does not occur
in the formula. The seventh columns contains ε - the value of autonomy level. Syntactically it expressed the degree of metapredicate
embedding, which varies from 1 to 4. The eighth column contains the definition of the concept, encoded by the first 6 columns.
Multiple definitions are sometimes possible (the fifth row). The action/ state predicates have the inmost occurrence: do(Agent,
Action) or What. The last column explains the semantics of the formulas.
   For example , the numerical sequence _ 2 _3 _1 represents the formula
 believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(Wagent, What))) , and it is defined as
 prefer(Agent, tell(Agent,Wagent, What), OtherAction), supposing the mental metapredicates prefer and tell are available. For
multiple occurrence of an atom in the formula, we enumerate each of them by means of a list (see the last row).
  Note, that all well-formed formulas from the mental metapredicates are interpretable by the system. We refer the reader to
www.dimacs.rutgers.edu/~galitsky/MS/ma/wkb.html for more definitions of mental concepts in the want, know, believe basis.

• Agent performs the actions (scheduling /
unscheduling).

• Agent’ actions lead to the states (scheduling with
certain constraint violations).

• Agent’ intentions to achieve a state or perform an
action

• Agent’ knowledge and believe about what agent’s
scheme include for itself and other agents.

  In the other words, each agent has intention to achieve
certain value of his own (scheduling) state parameter or
some value of another agent’s state parameter. Besides,
each agent has intentions to know certain parameters of
other agents’ states and their intentions. The agents have
knowledge and belief concerning the states, intentions and
knowledge of the other agents and themselves. Knowledge
can be once acquired, and belief can be acquired and

changed.
   We extend the first order language with metapredicates
want, know, believe such that the formulas want(Agent, ϕ),
know(Agent, ϕ), believe(Agent, ϕ)are well-formed if and
only if the formula ϕ is well-formed.
   In the metapredicates of mental states (want, know,
believe) and mental action (inform(ActiveAgent ,
PassiveAgent, ϕ)) the formula variableϕ ranges over all
valid formulas. (See (Galitsky 1998b) for the technique of
metalanguage reasoning). The formalism of Metalanguage
Support (MS) delivers the expressive means to the agent’s
reasoning language, implementing the capability of
autonomy adjustment. It occurs as a result of the agent’s
decision concerning the mental states of the other agents.

1.2 Autonomy control
In contrast to the majority of approaches to the control of



agent (robot) autonomy (see, for example, (Das, et al 1997,
Robert et al 1997, Gaylord & D’Andria 1998, Mouaddib
1997, Decker 1997)), we use the logical formalism of MS
with syntactic limitations for derived formulas.
   We control the portion of scheduling actions the
automatic agent performs, based on its own decision
making versus the scheduling actions, ordered by the
human agents. To limit the decision-making capabilities,
we introduce the syntactic complexity-like condition for
the reasoning language. The basic idea of our control is
that if the agent’s reasoning capabilities are pruned in the
various degree, this agent displays the behavior with the
corresponding level of independence.

1.3 Main Proposal
   To specify the degree of autonomy, the automatic agent
sets the limitation for the highest degree ε of the
embedding of the modal metapredicates in formulas.
    We propose that the higher reasoning capabilities an
agent possesses, the more independent is the behavior of
this agent. Furthermore, namely reasoning capabilities
concerning the mental attributes are essential for the
multiagent collaboration and conflict resolution. The
complexity of the formula with metapredicates of mental
state and action represents the degree of reflection,
important parameter in the psychological studies. See
(Leslie & Thaiss, 1992) for experimental evidence and
discussion concerning the theory of mind.
    For ε=1, the automated agent is capable of reasoning
either about implementation of its own intentions or other’s
beliefs and knowledge. For ε=2, the automatic agent’s
possibilities are extended towards involving the intention
to know and believe about the other agents, knowledge and
believe about its own intentions and knowledge and beliefs
of the others. Therefore, the agent is able to predict the
behavior of the other agent and to assist him in his actions.
In case ε=3, the automatic agent is able to learn on its own
and other’s mistakes and predict the results of his actions
to the actions and mental state of the others. ε=4 saturates
the language expressiveness capabilities of the agent and is
sufficient for the full degree of the agent’s autonomy. We
refer the reader to Fig.2 for examples of mental concepts,
involved for each ε  (the seventh column).

1.4 Main Result
   Autonomy control by means of the syntactic limitations
for the reasoning language, introduced above, provides the
wide spectrum of the functionality of the automatic agent
from the full control over the scheduling procedure to the
fulfillment of the restricted set of basic scheduling
operations. Correspondingly, automatic scheduling agent
can lead the team of human agents towards the complete
satisfaction of the a priory known constraints, as well as
follow the human agents in their goals, unknown for the

automatic agent. To switch from one kind of behavior to
another, changing the autonomy level, it is sufficient to
modify the complexity parameter ε of the reasoning engine
(its mental component).

2   The scheduling task

   In this Section we present the background of our
scheduling domain. From the reasoning prospective, the
scheduling algorithm itself, taken separately from the
multiagent representation comprises the predicates for
actions and states. We present the detailed description of
our domain of broadcast advertisement scheduling to
highlight the peculiarities of the multiagent interaction.
   Assigning  of  the commercials (ads)  to the  time
intervals of a broadcasting program (breaks) is  one of the
most important and complicated operations in  the creation
of  TV or radio program schedule. Variety of constraints
and  optimization criteria  together  with  the "traffic
director"(agent) - scheduler interactions are the reasons for
the special requirements to the deductive means of the
system. The scheduler operates in real time, when after
assignment to a break, an advertisement (ad)  can  be aired,
bumped, canceled, replaced in various  combinations,
while a traffic director and assistant personnel negotiate
with the advertiser and manipulate with the schedule. This
negotiation procedure distinguishes to that of presented in
the majority of studies, considering negotiation and
resource distribution towards the common goals (Ephrati &
Rosenschein, 1996, Zlotkin & Rosenschein, 1996).
  The system must be consistent to the introductions of
constraint contradictions and be able to accept informal
constrains, to learn on examples.  To estimate the search
space dimension, we take into account approximately 300
breaks per day, few thousands ad contracts and 100-day
advance scheduling.
   We pose the scheduling problem as the construction of
the mapping S from the finite  set  C  ( ads ) into  the set  B
(breaks), the ordered set of time intervals where ads are
substituted into).
   C is induced by the contract set N. Each contract N
contains the set of constraints PN, common for its ads.
They include the ad duration, time interval within a day,
valid days of week, separation between the ads of the same
contract and of the same type, running within a particular
broadcast program, ad frequency, set on a daily or weekly
basis, and ad type (weather, political, etc). Constraint
formula is a conjunction of predicates, expressing these
constraints.
  The break properties B1,..., Bm are the break duration,
break start time, belonging to a broadcast program, and
combination in a consecutive series of breaks with
preferred duration. The break properties are the arguments
of a constraint formula for an ad, which could possibly be
scheduled into this break. For example, to express that the



car dealer ad c is scheduled into the 60 second weather
brake b, we write
  car_dealer(c, weather(b)), length(b,60).
    Hence, to map an ad into a break means to satisfy the
constraint formula for this ad by the substitution of the
arguments (properties) of this break The constraint formula
for an ad of the contract N, scheduled into the break b, is
the first-order formula
ϕN  ≡  pc

N1( Bs,..., Bt)& ...& pc
Nn (Bu,..., Bv),

 where Bs,Bt,Bu,Bv are the properties of the break b, which
has m  properties k,...,m,...,q,...,s ≤ m. pc

N1 ,...,pc
Nn

 are the
predicate constants of the ad c, and Bs...Bt,...,Bu...Bv are
their variables (properties of b).
  To express the constraints for given ad c from the contract
N and another ad c' from the contract N', we introduce the
metapredicate  p N1(ϕN'',..., B

s). For example, to express the
fact that the given supermarket ad should be at least 20
minutes (1200seconds) after any banking ad, scheduled in
the news break, we write
   after(  supermarket(c),  banking(c', news(b)), 1200 ).
after is indeed a metapredicate, because it analyzes the
syntax structure of the second argument (which ranges
over formulas) to be satisfied. If the second argument was
the constraint formula for an unscheduled break, after
would behave differently (it would mean the certain
separation from a break, not from an ad).
Finally, the general case for the constraint formula for an
ad, including the limitations for the neighboring ads c',... is
the following:
 ϕc  ≡  pc

N1(ϕc',..., B
t)& ...& pc

Nn (Bu,..., Bv),
 where pc

N1 ,...,pc
Nn

 are the metapredicates.
    The priority function is introduced to express the
competition of two ads, c1 and c2 , for one break b. The
absolute priority is assigned by each contract to all its ads.
The relative priority component of an ad c depends on the
break b it has been scheduled into and, possibly, on
properties of the neighboring ads pc' 

Nn. The impact of ad
constraints and break properties is specific for each
broadcasting station, so the scheduling algorithm must be
able to adopt a particular way of the computation of
relative priority. We have the following function for
priority:
    priority(c,b)= absolute_priority(c)+
                                                    relative_priority(c,b, Cn).
Priority parameter introduces the following limitation. For
each ad c and  break b it has been scheduled into,  there is
no bumped ad cbump with the higher priority which could be
substituted instead of c into b. After the scheduling occurs,
each ad is either scheduled (assigned to a break) or bumped
(not currently assigned to a break).
    Each contract sets the revenue for each successfully
scheduled ad.  If for an ad c, scheduled into the break b,
some constraints are violated, the actual revenue for c
decreases by value, expressed by the function
revenue_drop(c,b).
    The scheduling criterion is the maximal revenue for all

the ads running for the fixed time unit (day, week, month).
    To obtain the scheduling rule from the constraint
formula, we divide the formula satisfaction into two steps.
The first (search) step serves as a criteria to find a
pretender for a break, and the second (match) actually
verifies the rest of constraints, expressed by this formula.
Formally, we assign the status for each variable of a
constraint formula from the set {search, match}, where the
search status variables are instantiated while choosing the
break on the first step, and the match status variables are
instantiated on the second step. This construction becomes
trivial if the constraints could be expressed in the first-
order language (the constraints link a single ad with a
single break).
   Dividing the instantiation into two steps, we provide the
expressive means of the schedule rule language,
transitioning from the declarative constraint formula to
multiple procedural scheduling rules. For any
computationally tested set of constraints in the MS
language, instantiation states {search, match}are sufficient
for existence of the rule, which delivers the optimal
scheduling.
    The result of a scheduling rule application for a time unit
(hour, day or week) is the division of the set of all ads into
scheduled and bumped. A particular rule is capable of
successful scheduling of the certain subset of the set of all
ads. Some other rule is required to schedule the currently
bumped spot. The sequence of scheduling rules is called
the scheduling algorithm; the algorithm is valid if an
addition of a new rule to the end of the sequence does not
increase the revenue by the amount, higher than a fixed
revenue threshold.
   We call the scheduling algorithm ideal, if it delivers the
optimum of the scheduling criteria and satisfies the priority
limitation.
   To define the concept of scheduling algorithm, we first
fix the language of scheduling rules, which includes
language-object for ad-break limitations and metalanguage
for ad-ad limitations. Then we freeze the ad constraints,
break properties and the resume the choice of relative
priority and actual revenue functions. The first rule of the
scheduling algorithm covers as much contracts (ads) as
possible for the highest priority. The second (third, etc.)
rule schedules the lower priority ads and the bumped
higher priority ones. Each consecutive rule handles the
unsatisfied (bumped) set of ads of the previous ones
(schedules the bumped ads).
   We do not present the details of construction of the
optimal algorithm, it could be implemented as an
exhaustive search over the priority diapason for each k.
Heuristics of the reduction of this search depend on the
particular constraints and priority computation; they are
not worth mentioning.
    We enumerate the following scheduling modes (each
next mode comprises the previous one):



   2.1.  Automatic scheduling
  Before starting functioning in the particular environment,
the system generates the rules and their order to derive the
scheduling algorithm, given the initial set of contracts.
Then, given the new portion of contracts, the system
creates the schedule for as many time units as required.
 Since there is no interaction with the human agents, the

autonomy level ε is undefined.

   2.2  Incremental scheduling
Contracts with ads feed the scheduling system by portions,
so it is usually impossible to create the schedule “from
scratch”. The necessity of incremental input data feeding
is  one of the unique properties of the broadcasting system
in comparison with the other scheduling system domains.
Broadcasting scheduling functions in real time, so as only
an ad contract is approved, it is necessary to fill the breaks
with the ads of this contract without a priory information
about the possible following portion of ads. The
incremental scheduling runs through inconsistent
combination of requirements for priorities and “first come -
first served” enforcement.
   The ad scheduling system performs real-time evaluation
of the algorithms. On the unit-by-unit basis, the older
contracts expire and the newer are added to the system.
Having the current scheduling algorithm, the system
reorders the rules to adjust to the specifics of new
contracts. The order of rules in the scheduling algorithm is
computationally verified to be sufficient in the sense of
approaching the revenue threshold.
   Receiving a new portion of ads, it is necessary to
unschedule some ads to redistribute them together with the
new ones.  It is impossible to unschedule all the breaks
because of the possible loosing of implicit scheduling
intentions (for example, after manual editing) and because
of the performance drop in case of multiple overall
rescheduling.  So it is necessary to unschedule 5-10% of all
the breaks; the system must be able to construct
unscheduling conditions on the fly.
   Those breaks should be unscheduled, which either
1. have maximum match of the properties, which are the

search status in the current algorithm, or
2. have currently maximal competitive potential for the

new contract breaks.

  Under incremental scheduling, ε=0. The reasoning engine
does not involve the knowledge and intention of the human
agent into decision-making process.

   2.3  Interactive scheduling
   Under interactive scheduling, results of the automatic
scheduling with the incremental feeding by new contracts
are subject to the manual editing by an agent. In other
words, the automated scheduling scenario is intervened by
the agent manipulations in accordance to the rules,

unknown for the system. The system is thus designed to
compensate the agent action on one hand and to develop
the predicting capabilities for acceleration of the interactive
scheduling on the other hand. If the interactive scheduling
forces the system to accept the violations of constraints, it
must be able to form the exception rules. Details of the
decision-making procedure are in the Section 3.
   Reduction property.  If the training course results in the
full coverage of exceptions by these rules, than the
interactive mode can be considered as the reduction of the
incremental scheduling, in case the manual editing does
follow certain rules and the scheduling system succeeded
to reveal them. Traditional first-order learning was verified
to be less appropriate than MS scenario one because of the
conditions of higher uncertainty: the scheduling rules are
subject to modification during the scheduling session.
   Interactive scheduling is considered in the framework of
mental / scheduling actions and states. An action of
scheduling agents is an application of a scheduling
algorithm. Having the results, the system is capable of
building the “explanation” metapredicate to restore the
agent's rules, if manual editing has a limited complexity
and permanent motivations. Interactive scheduling assumes
the common intentions of the system and human agent, and

both of them know it. The autonomy level ε is set to 1.
Conversely, the scheduling mode below handles the
contradictory intentions of multiple human agents.

 2.4.  Multiagent scheduling
   The most complicated scheduling scenarios arise when
multiple agents participate in the scheduling with their
specific motivations and rules.  The human agents are
represented to have intentions, knowledge and belief
concerning the following subject. This subject includes the
knowledge of scheduling rules and constraints,  specifics
of their application by the other agents, intentions and
beliefs of other agents, etc. Besides the automatic
scheduling, the system performs the modeling of the
human agent behavior to compensate the inconsistency of
scheduling results.
  The difference with multiagent scenarios, considered in
the previous sections, is the higher number of possible
agents' actions while scheduling. The system performs the
similar reasoning with exhaustive search over possible
agents' algorithms (actions).
    Now we have the whole spectrum of autonomy levels
from 0 to 4. The choice of action the automatic agent
chooses from is the same, but the mental component of
reasoning varies with the autonomy level change,
reevaluating the score for each action besides the main
scheduling criterion (maximum revenue).
    For example, an agents bm (Broadcast program
manager) wants to assign the higher priority ads to a
weather breaks, and he knows, that the other agent td
(Traffic director) wants more political ads on Friday



afternoons. td wants the third agent ad (assistant traffic
director) to move the car dealer ads to the morning drive
breaks, and he knows, that bm assumes there are too many
ads to have enough available (unscheduled) breaks on
Monday morning. Our approximation of this scenario
includes the following:
    want(bm, schedule(bm, (higher_priority(c, weather(b)) )
).
    know(bm, want(td, schedule(td, (political(c,
friday(b),afternoon(b) ) ))).
    want(td, schedule(ad, (  not (car_dealer(c, morning)),
car_dealer(c, evening)) )).
    know(td, know(bm,  not morning(b) )).
The system obtains as much of this information as it is
possible judging on the agents' actions. Finally, the task for
the system is to schedule car dealer ads on Monday to be
least affected by the agents' editing.

2.5 Implementation details

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
5/8 5/9 5/10 5/11 5/12 5/13

5:00:00a               
NET   1 / 60 NET   1 / 60 NET   1 / 60 NET   1 / 60 NET   1 / 60 REG   1 / 60

CHARCO CON. UNION BANK CIGNA C/O AC LUCKY STORE EDC REG   1 / 60

SO CA CHEV. MOTTS MERCEDES BILL HOWE PL. MCI REG   1 / 60

CIRCLE K CHARCO CON. CIRCLE K ABC TV JOHN HINE FOOD 4 LESS

UNION BANK GLASS DOCT SO CA CHEV. COMPUTER CI CIRCLE K OCEAN SPRA

LUCKY STORE CIGNA C/O AC MCI BRINKS HOME AMER/RENO AI REG   2 / 120

UNION BANK UNION BANK COMPUTER CI CHARCO CON. MOTTS REG   1 / 60

BILL HOWE PL. ZACKY FARMS HEALTHRIDER EDC CIGNA C/O AC REG   1 / 60

NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK REG   2 / 120

CULLIGAN MARVIN BROW DREW FORD SD FACTORY MARVIN BROW GENERAL MO

GLASS DOCT SO CA CHEV. ZACKY FARMS UNION BANK UNION BANK ROD PAGE PR

COMPUTER C BRINKS HOME FOOD 4 LESS VERMONT TE LUCKY STORE REG   1 / 60

CIGNA C/O AC BILL HOWE PL. ABC TV ZACKY FARMS ZACKY FARMS LINCOLN MER

MOTTS CIRCLE K BRINKS HOME MERCEDES MERCEDES

MCI ABC TV BILL HOWE PL. MONSANTO FOOD 4 LESS

LUCKY STORE CIGNA C/O AC UNION BANK CIGNA C/O AC UNION BANK

BRINKS HOME AMER/RENO AI GLASS DOCT CIRCLE K SO CA CHEV.

Fig 3  The weekly  fragment of scheduled breaks. Only advertiser
names or  unscheduled breaks' number of consecutive units and
total duration  are shown

We refer our scheduling approach in general to iterative
repair method (Zweben et al, 1994), when the mapping is
initially complete but likely contains contradictions, which
are sequentially eliminated during the scheduling
procedure.  Iterative repair method is an alternative to the
constructive one, when a valid nucleus is growing
incrementally until complete schedule is created or some
back search is required.
     Advanced modes of the automatic scheduling agent,
presented above, were created in MS PROLOG and finally
written in C++ as the optional utilities for the main
application. The scheduler prototype was implemented in
Marketron, Inc. and tested at various stations to compare
the performance and constraint satisfaction accuracy with

the broadcasting scheduling systems, currently available on
US market. The implementation of advanced multiagent
reasoning allowed the significant increase of the overall
scheduling quality after the system training in the
particular personnel environment.

5:00:00a                          
:03 1 / 60        NETWORK

:12 CHARCO CON :60 S #10176 / 1 $40 5-6a XXXXX - -   3 Home Remod P:40 6/30

:13 SO CA CHEV :60 R #10283 / 1 $30 5-6a XXXXX - -   4 Automobile P:40 6/16

:14 CIRCLE K :60 R #10487 / 1 $20 5-6a 1111100     5 Supermarket P:40 5/13

:21 UNION BANK :60 R #10097 / 1 $40 5-6a XXXXX - -   4 Bank Service P:40 11/12

:22 LUCKY STOR :30 R #10176 / 1 5-6a X - - XX - -  4 Supermarket P:40 5/7

:27 UNION BANK :60 S #10095 / 1 $40 5-6a XXXXX - -   4 Bank Service P:30 11/12

:28 BILL HOWE :90 S #10511 / 1 $40 5-6a 1111000     4 Hardware P:40 6/29

:30 NETWORK

:32 CULLIGAN T:10 S #10452 / 2 $40 5:30- XXXXX- -   21Beverage P:20 7/28

:40 GLASS DOCT :60 R #10211 / 7 $25 5-6a 1110000     3 Hardware P:40 7/26

:41 COMPUTER C :60 R #10208 / 4 $20 5-6a XXXXX - -   3 Computer P:40 6/4

:42 CIGNA C/O :60 R #10260 / 5 $5 5-6a XXXXX - -   6 Healthcare P:40 6/18

:50 MOTTS :60 R #10065 / 1 $25 5-6a XXXXX - -   3 Beverage P:40 7/2

:51 MCI :60 R #10414 / 8 ### 5-10aXXXXX - -   3 Utilities P:40 5/7

:57:50 LUCKY STOR :60 R #10012 / 1 ### 5-6a X - - XX - -  4 Supermarket P:40 5/7

:58:50 BRINKS HOM :60 S #10501 / 2 $30 5-6a 1111000      4Home SecurityP:40 6/10

6:00:00a                          

Fig. 4  The fragment (one day, 5am-6am window)  of the list of
extended scheduled breaks, with the start time, advertiser name,
duration,  type of  the tape copy,  contract reference, unit number
inside the break series,  dollar amount, ad time range within a
day, number of ads per day (for weekly measure, 'X' means
nonzero, '-' means zero), number of ads per week, advertising
product , ad priority and the contract start date. Since the network
spot's parameters are coming from another broadcasting station,
they are not shown.

3. Decision-making simulator

To choose the best action, an agent considers each action
he can currently possibly perform (Fig.5, third unit) . For
each such action, the agent assumes he has committed it
and analyzes the consequences. They include the actions of
other agents and various states, some of which the agent
does not want to occur. The agents either decides to
perform the action, delivering most desirable (or the least
unwanted) state, or an action by another agent, or to do
nothing
want(Agent, doNothing).
This “action” is available for all agents.
   If there are multiple possible actions, which do not lead,
in the agent belief, to unwanted consequences, the
following happens. This agent either chooses the preferred
action, if there is an explicit preference predicate, or the
action with conjectures that use the beliefs concerning the
other agents in the least degree.
  Drawing the decision-making procedure, we either
explicitly define each term or assume its function is clear
given the name. We skip some technical detail (eliminating
assumptions, involved knowledge, etc.).
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Fig.5. The scheme of the reasoning engine of the automatic
scheduling agent.
  The key simulation units are shown on the left, from top to
bottom.  Given the problem domain specification for the
problem domain (PD), the top unit, the engine generates the
agent’s states and actions, using the units of multiagent mental
actions (to the right). Based on this data, the agent performs the
choice of action within the space of mental states (Third unit,
see this Section for more details). This unit (Agent decision-
making simulator) chooses the best action based on the unit of
agents’ goals, intentions and desires. To reduce the complex
expressions, involving mental and scheduling states and actions,
the Third unit uses the Algorithm formation from rules unit.
The metalanguage inference capabilities (for the metapredicates
of mental state and action) are provided, based on the
metalanguage-supported extension of first-order logical
programming language.
   The “real-world” multiagent interactions while scheduling are
implemented in the Fourth unit, Agent interaction simulator.  It
executes the agents’ actions, obtained in the Third unit,
synchronizes them and contains the history of physical and
mental states. The last Fifth unit performs the final verification of
the scheduling constraints. For more details, see (Galitsky 1998a),
(Galitsky 1998b) and
www.dimacs.rutgers.edu/~galitsky/MS/ma_intro.html for
information on the multiagent simulator.

If our agent wants the particular action of the other agent,
he can either do nothing or perform an action which is
neither wanted nor unwanted, but is followed by the
desired action of that other agent, in accordance to our
agent’s knowledge and belief.
 Hence, the basic predicate of the action choice is the
following
whatToDo(MyAgent,PossibleActions ):-
    findall( PossibleAction,
      (clean_assumptions(MyAgent),
       want(MyAgent, PossibleAction),
       ownAction(MyAgent, PossibleAction),
       not(PossibleAction=(not NegPossibleAction)),
       assume( PossibleAction ),
      not (want(MyAgent, not UnwantedState),
                                                               UnwantedState )
    ),PossibleActions),
 clean_assumptions(MyAgent).
    For each PossibleAction, which our Agent wants, we
check whether it is an action, Agent can perform himself,
and that this is not a negation of some state.  If this is a
currently possible action, our Agent assumes that it has
been committed. Then our Agent runs through all the
unwanted states and verifies that his action has not lead to
any of these states. Our Agent involves his own knowledge
and belief only, ignoring the possible actions of the other
agents.
   To express the fact, that MyAgent performs
PossibleAction by himself (actively), we use
ownAction(MyAgent, PossibleAction):-
    PossibleAction=..[Action, MyAgent |Args],
allAction(Actions),
    member(Action, Actions).
    For completeness, we present some technical details.
Naturally, consideration of each new possible action
requires elimination of the previous assumption.
  To model the behavior of competing (or assisting) agents,
our Agent uses the following predicate
otherAgentsToDo(MyAgent, AllAgentActions):-
 findall( AgentActions,
  (agent(Agent), Agent \= MyAgent,
  %MyAgent involves knowledge concerning another agent
   involve_knowledge(Agent, MyAgent),
   whatToDo(Agent, AgentActions),
   clean_knowledge(Agent)
   ), AllAgentActions).
To model the behavior of another Agent, MyAgent
involves his own (MyAgent’s) knowledge and belief about
Agent’s intentions concerning their actions and states.
Furthermore, to build a prediction of Agent’s action,
MyAgent uses his own belief and knowledge about
Agent’s believe and knowledge. (The difference between
belief and knowledge we use here is that the agent is
capable of changing belief, and knowledge could only be
subject to acquisition.)



    For all the other Agents, MyAgent involves their
knowledge and performs the same action choice procedure
as he does for himself. As a result, he obtains the list of
actions other agents would choose, from MyAgent’s
prospective.
    To incorporate the predicted actions of the other agents
in the own action choice, MyAgent derives the following
predicate, which finally gives the optimal (from
MyAgent’s veiwpoint) BestAction.
myselfToDo(MyAgent, BestActions) :-
  involve_knowledge(MyAgent, MyAgent),
               %MyAgent involves knowledge concerning himself
  findall( PossibleAction,
  (
     clean_assumptions,
     want(MyAgent, PossibleAction),
     ownAction(MyAgent, PossibleAction),
     not ( PossibleAction = (not   NegPossibleAction)),
     assume( PossibleAction ),
     otherAgentsToDo(MyAgent, OtherActions),
     findall(Term, ( member(Term,
                                        OtherActions), assume(Term)),_),
     not (want(MyAgent, not UnwantedEvent),
                                                                  UnwantedEvent )
   ), BestActions).

    For each PossibleAction, MyAgent assumes it has been
committed. Then the other agents act, in accordance to
MyAgent’s knowledge and belief, taking into account this
PossibleAction, as if they have already seen what MyAgent
has done. Finally, MyAgent verifies, whether all these
action could lead to the unwanted consequences of his
original PossibleAction. In case of the absence of
unwanted states, MyAgent determines if there are some
desired actions of the other agents, implied, to the best of
MyAgent knowledge, by PossibleAction.
   After an Agent obtained the set of possible actions, he
assumes the same set could be possibly obtained by the
other agents. Correspondingly, these agents could make
decisions concerning their actions supposing our Agent to
perform either of his actions. Therefore our Agent takes
this fact into account and reduces his available actions in
accordance to reviewed possibilities of the other agents.
    In other words, the last iteration of the action choice is
required to handle the situation where the other agents
reduce their choices, assuming that MyAgent could
perform all the actions from PossibleActions. It could have
unwanted consequences for MyAgent for some actions
from PossibleActions, which should be eliminated by this
iteration. It does not affect PossibleActions if the
OtherActions are the same as that of the previous iteration
(the predicate myselfToDo).
  To summarize the description of the action choice
simulator, we mention that the presented search procedure
delivers the choice optimal action out of all possible one in
the conditions of high uncertainty. In contrast to the

majority of game-theoretic approaches (see survey in
(Zlotkin & Rosenschein, 1996)), we focus on the situations
where knowledge and belief of the current agent
concerning that of the other agents and their intentions, are
strongly restricted and changes in time. It implies the
necessity of multiple iterations, involving mutual
knowledge and belief about each other, in the procedure of
the optimal action choice.
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